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Lye’s law

Some weapons experts say the balisong or butterfly knife opens faster
than a switchblade. It certainly makes a great impression when twirled
in the hand and opening and closing the blade with each
resolution. But is it practical, or legal? By William Lye

The Lure of the Balisong

The balisong is a beautifully made knife,
especially those produced by the well-
known US knife maker, Benchmade.

However, in most states and territories of
Australia, the balisong is a prohibited
weapon. Most states (except WA and ACT)
refer to it as the butterfly knife (presumably

because of its butterfly-like shape
when opened) rather than use its

proper Filipino name—balisong—which
literally means a folding knife with two
handles that counter-rotate around the tang.
The word Bali-Song, however, has been a
registered trademark of the Benchmade
Knife Company, Inc. since 1995. 

Balisong is also the name of a city in
Batangas, Philippines. The history of the
balisong is chequered but it has its roots
(although one couldn’t discount a French or
European influence) in Batangas and is
very much part of the practice of the
Filipino martial arts. Countless urban
legends tell of heroic use of the balisong in
many battles between islanders. Therefore,
I was not surprised to learn that there were
many reported court cases in the Batangas
region dealing with murders and assaults
arising from the use of the balisong.

Closer to home, the balisong has
popped up in several Hollywood films
including Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The
Cradle of Life. As a knife, the balisong has
certainly been perceived as a fighting knife

and thus portrays a bad image. In many
states of the USA it is illegal to own,
possess or carry a balisong except in the
state of Oregon (the home of Benchmade). In
some parts of Europe and Asia, the balisong
is legally and readily available for purchase.

The balisong is most likely banned

because of its flashy opening techniques
and is seen as more dangerous than other
types of knives. There is also a perception
in the community that such knives are often
carried by thugs. Some people would
consider possessing a balisong as
tantamount to having a criminal intent.  

There is no doubt that the balisong, if
used in a close-combat situation, could be
used as an impact weapon (much like the
kubotan). The length of the handles could be
used for joint manipulation and the handles
themselves could be used as part of a
pinching movement. Certainly, in the hands of
a skilled manipulator, the balisong’s twirling
motion looks rather intimidating, particularly
with its rattling and clicking sounds.

In the Filipino fighting arts, the balisong is
often used when training with the long stick.
When closed it acts like a short baton or
stick, but can be quickly deployed as a knife.
Obviously, to manipulate the balisong
properly, a lot of practice is needed. Learning
to flow effectively with an instrument in each
hand requires persistence, and with a knife,
a good amount of anti-bacterial cream for

those mishaps!
However, the balisong is probably the

last knife most would choose for self-
defence. Its use relies too much on fine
motor skills. Its fancy and sometimes aerial
artistic motion might leave some people in
awe of the balisong, but I would certainly be
more worried facing a competent knifer with
a kitchen knife than a person with a balisong
capable of doing only fancy twirls! In a
stressful situation, the last thing one would
be thinking about is how to flail the balisong.
It is indeed very tricky to deploy properly.

In Australia, there is no good reason for
anyone to own or carry a balisong other
than to train in one’s martial arts style.
However, for certain cultures, the balisong
is an integral part of a person’s daily getup.
It is said that the balisong could be used as
a fillet knife, a jungle bolo, a paper cutter,
and even a surgical blade. Although it
essentially functions like any foldable knife,
the element of danger comes in the fact
that it is easily concealable and will inflict
the most serious injuries when properly
deployed either as a short baton or a knife.

It is my view that the Legislature’s
reasoning in making the balisong a
prohibited weapon is appropriate in the
circumstances. Given the restrictive
availability of the balisong, it is regarded as
more of a collectors’ item.  

Unfortunately, as the law currently
stands in Australia, it is not easy to obtain a
licence or exemption to purchase a
balisong, and even if you have the requisite
approval, it’s difficult to find one in a retail
store. It is also prohibited to import the
balisong into Australia, which probably
accounts for its scarcity Down Under.      
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